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Abstract

Consistent weaknesses in sections of the Millenium clinical information System (CIS) are
revealed in the combined study of the ERD, logical schema and the data tables. PK values are
not always defined unambiguously at the design level and data tables reveal inconsistencies in
declarations and data validation. There is evidence that keys are managed by software within
the application rather than by the in-built functions available in the database management
system leading to less confidence in data integrity.

Introduction

The purpose of this part on the discussion of the design of the Cerner software is to coalesce the
observations made in the previous two parts of this study (Pts 4 & 5). The aim is to show consistencies that
will warrant attention for their consequences and inconsistencies that will be assessed for their impact. This
section assumes knowledge of the previous sections written in the Technology Theme.
The purpose of ER Diagrams are to construct a conceptual model of the problem that has to be
represented in the final working information system. There is a well established method for translating the
ER model into the relational tables of the logical model that is to be implemented, so much so that much of
the translation can be performed automatically. Hence we should see standard representations in the ER
Diagrams directly transferred across to the relational tables without any change. Where we see substantial
differences between the two mental models there is evidence that the database implementation has deviated
from the model for particular reasons that may not be at all transparent. Some of the differences noted below
are explicable but others are not. The consistency between the implemented schema and the actual data
can be established by studying actual data samples extracted from the database. This enables checking of
data verity across tables and the checking of data as it is loaded or entered into the system.
The set of entities that are considered in this phase of the analysis is a small list. They are exemplars of
different types of weaknesses and inconsistencies found in the three different information sources. The ten
entities considered in this phase are shown in Table 1 along with the form of their source document. Detailed
descriptions across the three information sources are presented in Appendix 1.
Entity

ERD

Schema Glossary

Data Sample

ACCESS_CONTROL_POLICY SECURITY_APPLICATION.pdf

Screenshot

Screenshot

DCP-FORMS-ACTIVITY

DCP_DOCUMENT_MANAGEMENT.
pdf

Screenshot

Screenshot

DCP-FORMS-REF

DCP_DOCUMENT_MANAGEMENT.
pdf

Screenshot

Screenshot

ITEM_MASTER

not available

Screenshot

Data Table

MEDICATION-DEFINITION

not available

Screenshot

Data Table

MED_IDENTIFIER

not available

Screenshot

Data Table

PERSON

Various

Screenshot

Screenshot

PHA_PRODUCT

not available

Screenshot

Screenshot

PRSNL

Various

Screenshot

Screenshot

REF_TEXT

DCP_DOCUMENT_MANAGEMENT.
pdf

Screenshot

Screenshot

REF_TEXT_RELTN

DCP_DOCUMENT_MANAGEMENT.
pdf

Screenshot

Screenshot

Table 1. The list of ERDs, schemata and data samples for a subset of entities used in this analysis.
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Analysis
The comparison of the three sources of information help complete the consistency check on the
architecture, logical design and data storage of a sample of the Millenium suite. The ERDs demonstrate that
there is an incompleteness in design identified by description inconsistencies between entity names and
PKs, missing PKs, unidentified FKs, missing relationship links.
The schema glossary confirms that some of these weaknesses have permeated into the schema
although some have been corrected. FK declaration seems to be whimsical at times and the lack of
separation between indices and FKs makes the nature of certain declarations more uncertain. Datatyping of
PKs is also inconsistent and creates uncertainty as to the behaviour of searches for PK and FK values. The
apparent mis-assignment of appropriate PKs also opens up speculation as to the consistency of
reconstruction of complete records for a given processing task.
The data tables confirm the weaknesses that invalid values for PKs can be introduced into the system,
and that PK uniqueness is not always preserved. They display PK values as floating point numbers
apparently confirm that they are stored in an ill-advised data format. The consecutive sequencing of PK
values across tables implies a strategy that does not use the database management software to manage
PKs and also implies a dependency between the values of the two PKs which is generally ill-advised.

The Role of Configuration in System Functionality
There is one source of weakness that we have not been able to investigate to any depth, that is, the
configuration process. Configuration is a major feature of this software as the strategy of the manufacturer is
to provide both the software and significant effort to configure the system to the “user requirements”. These
requirements however are not created in the usual sense of a de novo systems analysis and design of user
requirements before the software system is constructed, but rather defined within the limitations of the
predefined software. Any requirement that falls outside the current software functionality cannot be provided.
Furthermore, the cost of providing “configuration” services has been reported variously to be up to three
times the cost of the initial software license purchase. Thus configuration services are controlled by the ongoing budgetary processes of an organisation, and so the determination of the budget priorities constrain the
services that are provided to the operational units of the institution.
Another constraint on achieving an “ideal” configuration of the software is the lack of adequately trained
staff to do the work. We have already indicated the scale of this software is so large that it is virtually
impossible for one person to understand all its variables and how to use them properly. In Australia it has
been a common comment that it is difficult to find staff who are experienced in the use of this software and
the manufacturer is reputedly very slow to react to any requests to changes in the system indicating they
also might be hard-pressed for adequate staff.
Ultimately, while it is said that any user requirement can be fulfilled by the Cerner software, it is the
clinical staff in the operational units of the organisation who fail to get the configuration they desire due to
any combination of budget constraints, bureaucratic constraints, unavailability of programming staff, or
missing functionality from the underlying software.

Conclusions
Cerner Millenium software has been shown to have a number of weaknesses in conceptual design,
logical design and data processing that should be considered in any risk assessment of its installation. The
risk assessment should evaluate the extent to which each of these weaknesses will effect the ability of an
organisation to deliver on:
1. Patientsʼ health outcomes; and
2. Process productivity objectives of its stakeholders.
The nature of the risks and the potential cost of moderating them needs to be assessed in comparison to
the cost of any culpability that should it be established on the organisationʼs part where a patient has
suffered some clinical misadventure or there has been a fraud perpetrated on (or even inadvertently by) the
organisation. These evaluations should be made promptly.
The weaknesses in terms of clinical work practices, that have been identified are only likely to show up in
occasional circumstances with a combination of processing and data values separated in time. Staff are not
likely to associate one instance of missing or mis-processed data with another. This spasmodic nature tends
to lull staff into a false sense of security that the mis-processing is either inconsequential or an accident of
their own making. We recommend that each and every mis-processing experience be recorded as
accurately as possible so that appropriate computational forensic analysis can correctly identify if
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weaknesses in the underlying technology have been the source. In this regard, establishing a robust log of
such events will be helpful.
Finally, the weaknesses portrayed herein are only from analysis of less than 1% of the full suite of
programs. This weakness rate is higher than we would have expected otherwise. The density of these
weaknesses in such a small sample of the system is concerning.
We recommend that organisations who use this software carefully analyse the faults they perceive in their
systems and address them with the manufacturer as a matter of their first course of action.
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APPENDIX 1 - Detailed Comparison of Weaknesses in
ERD, Schema and Data
1. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for ACCESS_CONTROL_POLICY
The ERD of the Security Application shows the entity ACCESS_CONTROL_POLICY with a repeated set
of 4 attributes that are used for auditing purposes (see fig. 1). It is difficult to understand this construct apart
from it being accidental reduplication. The table schema does not show this duplication and we should
consider that as an appropriate correction of the logical model (see fig. 2). However, of the remaining
attributes in the ERD, none of them appear in the relation including the PK. The attributes in the schema
glossary show a consistency in naming and an appropriately named PK. It appears likely that the entity in
the ERD has been incorrectly named as the PK name suggests it is the description of the entity
ENCNTR_PRSNL_RELTN.

Figure 1. ACCESS_CONTROL_POLICY ERD. The PK or more likely the entity is inappropriately
named and the audit stamping attributes are duplicated.

Figure 2. Part of the Schema Glossary for the table ACCESS_CONTROL_POLICY.

2. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY and
DCP_FORMS_REF
The DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY entity has 2 outgoing 1:M relationship links to
DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY_PRSNL and DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY_COMP which each show the correctly
declared FK dcp_forms_activity_id. However there is an incoming 1:M relationship from DCP_FORMS_REF,
which has a seemingly misnamed PK dcp_form_instance_id which is not shown in the ERD of
DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY (See Fig 3). There is however in the ERDs an attribute in DCP_FORMS_REF,
dcp_forms_ref_id, which would be its correctly formed name for the PK but it is shown only as an attribute.
The same attribute is shown as an index/FK in DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY, as we would expect if it were the
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true PK of DCP_FORMS_REF. This ERD model design is repeated exactly in the schema glossaries for the
two equivalent logical tables (See Figs 4 and 5).

Figure 3. The ERD showing the 1:M link from DCP_FORMS_REF to DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY
and the apparently incorrectly defined PK name of dcp_form_instance_id, with the seemingly
correct PK name declared as an attribute.

Figure 4. Part of the DCP_FORMS_ACTIVITY schema glossary. The PK is correctly named and
an index/FK reference to dcp_forms_ref_id is declared.
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Figure 5. Part of the DCP_FORMS_REF schema glossary. The PK is seemingly incorrectly named
as dcp_form_instance_id. The seemingly correct PK name, dcp_forms_ref_id is shown as an
index/FK.
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3. ERD, Schema and Data Comparisons for ITEM_MASTER
There is no ERD available for this entity. The ITEM_MASTER schema of itself does not show any
self-evident weaknesses. It is a simple table with only a handful of attributes (see Fig 6). There are
no index/FK attributes and a single PK of item_id. The dates for updating records show a data
incompatibility warning for all dates from the 1st to the 12th of each month but not for later dates
(see Fig 7).

Figure 6. ITEM_MASTER Schema Glossary

Figure 7. ITEM_MASTER data table in a spreadsheet with icons indicating invalid dates for the
days between the 1st and 12th of each month.
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4. ERD, Schema and Data Comparisons for MEDICATION-DEFINITION
There is no ERD available for this entity. This schema table has the same PK as the
ITEM_MASTER and so in principle should be merged with it to form one table (see fig 8). However
the cki attribute is an index/FK used for connecting to other tables, but the data values are neither
unique and in about 17% of records have no allocated values.

Figure 8. MEDICATION_DEFINITION Schema Glossary.
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5. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for MED_IDENTIFIER
There is no ERD available for this entity. There are a number of issues in the med_identifier table
that are relevant to data quality. The data table has added to it two attributes which are not shown
in the schema glossary labelled value and value_key (see fig 9). The latter is the same as the
former except all non-letter and non-digit characters are removed. The motivation for adding these
two fields is uncertain but we know from other schema the variation between the two attributes is
created to support searching for records, for this reason the form of the values are important if the
search actions are to be successful. A number of anomalies found in these columns would lead to
such searches failing for particular records.
1. Incorrectly formatted National Drug Code (see fig 10.1). This is a very unexpected phenomena
as the ndc is a PK in PHA_PRODUCT table and so it is expected the format should be checked
when the values are loaded into that table. This could indicate that invalid PK values can occur
in the system.
2. A new item_id value is allocated as the next number in the sequence of med_identifier_id
number and the med_identifier_ids run as a continuous sequence of numbers. The greater
majority of PK values are assigned in this way (see fig 10.2). This indicates a process external
to the database management software computing the PK values across two different tables and
retaining a dependency between them which is generally inadvisable.
3. Unusual value for medical device suggesting a lack of data validation (see fig 10.3).
4. Description strings with seemingly superfluous leading characters, which would lead to failed
matches in search processes (see fig 10.4).

Figure 9. The whole entry in the schema glossary for the table MED_IDENTIFIER.
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Figure 10.1. MED_IDENTIFIER data table. An example of National Drug Code (NDC). In column
W, Row 2 shows an correctly formatted NDC whilst row 11 shows an incorrect format. This
suggests a lack of validation of PK values on loading data into the PHA_PRODUCT table.

Figure 10.2. MED_IDENTIFIER data table. An example of a consecutive increments of PK values
of med_identifier_id (col A, row 1) has value=1252230 and its synchronicity with item_id values (col
B, row 2) has value 1252231. See other examples 1252291, 1252351, 1252411.
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Figure 10.3. MED_IDENTIFIER data table. An example of a set of medical device codes with one
coding value apparently anomalous suggesting a lack of data validation processes on loading data
from external sources.

Figure 10.4. MED_IDENTIFIER data table. Description strings with seemingly superfluous leading
characters (last 11 rows) suggest a lack of data validation processes on loading data from external
sources. These entries would fail any search for them that didnʼt contain the spurious characters,
thus making the records inaccessible.
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6. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for PERSON
There is no ERD available for this entity. The schema glossary shows attributes that would
commonly be associated with clinical patients e.g. deceased_dt_tm confirming this is the table for
storing the patients key personal information (see fig 11). There is no data table for PERSON but
one screen shot shows the values of the PK person_id are listed with 2 decimal places indicating
that its datatype is a floating point number (see fig 12).

Figure 11. Part of the schema glossary for the table PERSON. Attribute names indicate this table
is designed to represent basic information about patients.

Figure 12. PERSON screenshot of data. This data indicates that the PK, person_id is stored as a
floating point number.
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7. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for PHA_PRODUCT
There is no ERD available for this entity. The schema glossary for PHA_PRODUCT is very large
and shown here in two portions (fig 13.a, 13.b). The PK is shown to be the National Drug Code,
ndc, with values shown from a data screenshot (see fig 14). The important issue here is that there
are duplicate values of the PK which makes it impossible to know which record will be retrieved
when accessing this table by the PK . The effect of this design weakness is additive to the
weakness found in MED_IDENTIFIER table with ill-formatted ndc values.

Figure 13.a. PHA_PRODUCT_1. References to gcr_cki and gfc_cki FK attributes.

Figure 13.b. PHA_PRODUCT_2 with National Drug Code (NDC) as PK.
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Figure 14. PHA_PRODUCT Table. Entries in the PHA_PRODUCT table with multiple occurrences
of the PK, ndc : 9999-9999-06, 9999-9999-05, 65473-0704-01 and 9999-9999-05.

8. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for PRSNL
There is no detailed ERD available for this entity. The PRSNL entity is shown in all cases with a PK of
person_id which is the same as the entity PERSON. However in both the ERDs and schema glossary most
relationships that link to this entity refer to prsnl_id in some form. A self reference to this table by one of its
own attributes, prsnl_type_cd can be seen in Figure 15. A screenshot of the data table shows that the PK is
represented as a floating point number, and its values show contiguous sequences (see fig 16). The attribute
p_position_disp contains information seemingly of staff duties, e.g DBA Level III, which supports the
interpretation this table is designed to represent relevant information about the employed staff of the
institution.

Figure 15. Part of the schema glossary for the table PRSNL. The PK is named as person_id but
an attribute in this schema referring to member records uses the appropriate referencing
prsnl_type_code.
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Figure 16. A screenshot of the PRSNL data table. The PK person_id is displayed as a floating
point number and it has contiguous sequences of values. The p_position_disp attribute carries
values that suggest the data in this table is about personnel working in the institution.
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9. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for REF_TEXT
This entity has no PK assigned in the ERD, but refr_text_id appears to be a misspelt version of the
appropriate attribute ref_text_id (see fig 17). The entity shows no relationship links with any other entity. The
schema glossary indicates a concatenated PK of refr_text_id and ref_text_name, but it is mystifiying that the
latter attribute is being used in such a manner (see fig 18). The data table indicates that there are records
without values for the PK attribute ref_text_name demonstrating that the uniqueness requirement is violated
(see fig 19). There are no anomalies detected for the other PK attribute refr_text_id.

Figure 17. ERD of REF_TEXT

Figure 18. REF_TEXT Schema Glossary with inexplicable PK of parent_entity_name and conjoint
PK refr_text_id.

Figure 19. REF_TEXT screenshot of data table. The PK ref_text_name is shown to have missing
values.
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10. ERD, Schema and Data Comparison for REF_TEXT_RELTN
This entity has no PK assigned in the ERD, but an appropriate candidate would seem to be
ref_text_reltn_id. No index/FKs are declared (see fig 20). REF_TEXT_RELTN contains the attribute
refr_text_id which may indicate an intended relationship link to REF_TEXT. The schema glossary shows an
unusual amalgam of content (see fig 21). The PK is declared to be an attribute parent_entity_name of
datatype char which beggars interpretation. The supposed PK parent_entity_name shows the same value
for each record violating the uniqueness constraint (see fig 22). There is a declared index/FK
refr_text_reltn_id, which we proposed as the missing PK from the ERD.

Figure 20. ERD of REF_TEXT_RELTN with no PK and putative FKs parent_entity_id and
refr_text_id with no relationship links.

Figure 21. Part of the schema glossary of the table REF_TEXT_RELTN with a PK
parent_entity_id given a datatype char, and no declaration of the putative PK ref_text_reltn_id.

Figure 22. REF_TEXT_RELTN screenshot of data table. The supposed PK parent_entity_name
shows the same value for each record violating the uniqueness constraint. The more likely true PK
ref_text_reltn_id shows uniqueness at least in these values but is shown as a floating point
number.
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